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Abstract
Levels one to three of driving automation systems (DAS)
become more and more sophisticated, not only the driver’s
driving skills will be reduced, but also the problem of overtrust will become serious. To prevent the over-trust, this paper discusses the followings: 1) the definition of over-trust
in the DAS, 2) the occurrence conditions and the mechanism of over-trust in the DAS, and 3) a driving behavior
model considering driver’s over-trust in driving automation
system.
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Introduction
Driving automation system (DAS) can be regarded as a
dynamically control system of a vehicle, and it has been
developed by imitating the driving process of a human
driver considering interactions among the driver-vehicleenvironment. A driver generally recognizes the vehicle state
(e.g.: velocity, acceleration) and the driving environment
(e.g.: the location, the shape of road, objects) and hazards,
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Figure 1: Driving behavior model considering driver’s trust for vehicle system and risk compensation behavior when the driver is driving vehicle
with driving automation system which equips an over-trust prevention HMI.

via body sensory information (e.g.: visual information, auditory information). After that, the driver takes the recognized
vehicle state and the driving environment into account to
decide a driving plan, and therefore he/she drives the vehicle. As for the DAS, the driving process is the same as the
driving process of the human driver. The DAS equips various sensors such as a camera, G-sensors, gyros, a LiDAR,
and a microphone. These devices are used to identify the
vehicle state and the traffic conditions instead of the driver’s
three semicircular canals, eyes, and ears. The DAS analyzes the information observed by sensors and controls the
vehicle. The above process is common to all DAS basically.
Different types of DASs have different requirements for usage conditions such as driving task and operational do-

main. SAE international defined the DASs into five levels [13]. Levels one to three of the DASs require the driver
to be fully or partially involved in the driving tasks (e.g.:
part of the vehicle control and emergency intervention). It
means that the driver must not only “properly monitor” the
driving environment and the state of the DAS all the time
while driving, but also need to “properly handles” driving
task when the situation exceeds the functional limitation
of the DAS or when the DAS fails. Due to the above constraints, it is easy to imagine that the following problems
will occur more frequently as the system performance improves: 1) The driver’s driving skill [17] and situation awareness [14] will decline as the driving opportunities decrease.
2) The prolonged monitoring control for the DAS is extremely likely to increase the mental and physical workload

of the driver when the DAS does not (or less) requires driving operation of the driver [11]. 3) As the DAS functionality
becomes more diverse and more reliable, the driver may
easily over-trust in the DAS especially when the driver does
not clearly understand the usage conditions and the functional boundaries of the DAS [12, 15, 3].

What is over-trust in the DAS?
Inagaki defined over-trust as an incorrect situation of a diagnostic decision where the user believes that the object
is trustworthy although it actually is not trustworthy [7].
The over-trust in the DAS is that the DAS cannot respond
to driving tasks but the driver trusts it can. Consequently,
there are two judgment conditions of over-trust: 1) the
driver is trusting in the DAS, 2) the DAS can not respond to driving tasks. Based on the two conditions of
over-trust and the four dimensions of trust [9], there are four
types of over-trust: over-trust in foundation, purpose, process, and performance. One reason for over-trust is that
the user has misconceptions about the four dimensions of
the system. The future goal of this study is to propose the
method to prevent over-trust by reducing those misconceptions.

Two problems in the judgment of over-trust
Problem 1: Non-real-time judgment If the situation where
the DAS cannot respond happens when the driver trusts in
the DAS, he/she can observe the fact only after the situation happens. The DAS can detect the system error only
after it happens, even if it has an error detection function.
Therefore, from both viewpoints of the driver and the system, it is difficult to judge the over-trust in real-time.
Problem 2: Un-observable property of over-trust The
judgment conditions of over-trust include two factors: the
driver and the DAS. The driver cannot fully know the perfor-

mance of the DAS and the situations where the DAS cannot
respond. The DAS cannot measure the driver’s trust state
directly because the trust state is an internal psychological activity. Therefore, neither the driver nor the monitoring
system cannot observe the over-trust directly.
There are two countermeasures to solve the above-mentioned
problems; 1) a driver monitoring system to estimate the
driver’s trust state, and 2) a system to predict whether the
DAS can respond to the driving situation or not. Combined
with these two systems, over-trust will be predicted before a
dangerous event happens.

Mechanisms of over-trust and driving behavior
modeling
In order to prevent over-trust, the mechanisms of over-trust
should be discussed first. This paper proposes a model, as
shown in Fig. 1, which consists of a driving behavior generating process, a process of the DAS, and a process of
over-trust prevention HMI. This model is used to interpret
the mechanisms of over-trust.
While driving a vehicle, the driver always tries to understand
the vehicle states such as velocity and acceleration and
the traffic environment. Moreover, the driver perceives the
hazards by comparing the recognized vehicle state with the
mental model [6] for the vehicle. The driver also perceives
the hazards through the driving environment by considering traffic conditions. The mental model for the vehicle is
an explanation of the thought process of the driver about
how to operate the vehicle and move it in the real world. It
is based on the long term driving experience of the driver by
estimating the relationship between the operation (system
input) and the change of the vehicle state (the output of the
system). “Stepping on the gas pedal leads to vehicle accelerating” is the most simple example of the mental model

obtained from driving experience. The mental model can
be updated by comparing the predicted vehicle state via the
mental model and the recognized vehicle state. Similarity,
a mental model of the DAS also can be generated through
the experience of the driver who drives the vehicle with the
DAS many times. The driver recognizes the situation of the
DAS by the feedback via the HMI, the information of vehicle behavior, and the hazards in the driving environment.
Then the driver compares the predicted result by using the
mental model with the actual situation of the DAS in order
to adjust his/her trust state.
The driver will perceive the risk from the hazards in driving environment and his/her trust in the DAS. The selfrecognized driving skill also affects the risk perceived by
the driver. Note that the perceived risk is a subjective one.
According to the risk homeostasis theory [16], the driver
decides his/her driving behavior (decision making) by comparing perceived risk with the acceptable risk level. The
acceptable risk level is defined by the expected utility which
is affected by the long-term experience. If the perceived risk
is lower than the acceptable risk level, then the driver’s driving behavior will become riskier. The driver’s behavior will
become more careful in the opposite case. This way of adjusting behavior based on the perceived risk is called risk
compensation behavior.
After that, the driver controls the body to complete the driving maneuver. On the side of the DAS, it generates driving
signals based on environmental information and vehicle
status. The vehicle status can be measured by in-vehicle
sensors via CAN bus, and environmental information can
be measured by cameras and LiDARs. Finally, the vehicle
is eventually controlled by combining the the driving maneuver and the control signals from the DAS.

After the vehicle moving, the driver will recognize the updated situation of the vehicle, the DAS and the driving environment, through the movement of the vehicle. These
processes will be looped during driving.
A machine learning model may estimate the driver’s trust
state for the DAS based on the driver’s posture, the driving
maneuver, and his/her physiological information. Moreover,
a evaluation system may estimate the ability of the DAS on
real-time. For example, a defect detecting system could be
seen as an evaluation system. It may be used to find the
abnormal control signal generated by the DAS and evaluate
the ability of the DAS [10]. Meanwhile, the reliability of the
DAS should be evaluated too [2]. If the predicted ability of
the DAS becomes too low to respond to the situation, and
the machine learning model estimates that the driver still
trusts in the DAS, then an over-trust prevention HMI will
be activated to present alerts and some useful information
about the ability of the DAS. Moreover, the DAS will control
the vehicle to perform a minimal risk maneuver such as
slowing down to stop, if a driver does not respond to the
alert in a period of time.

Conclusion
This paper discussed the definition and properties of overtrust in the DAS, and proposed the mechanisms of overtrust and the driving behavior model. As a future work,
authors will try to make a concrete over-trust estimation
model, e.g., estimating the driver’s trust states in DAS [1, 4,
8]. Moreover, authors will design an over-trust prevention
HMI which provides effective information, e.g., 1) perception
of the elements in the environment, 2) comprehension of
the current situation, and 3) projection of future state [5].
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